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Gnostice eDocEngine VCL is a
simple to use library, designed
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creation function in Delphi and
C++ Builder. The tool also

allows you to generate various
types of interfaces for your

reporting functions, to make it
easy for you to export data as

PDF, with customizable
options. Gnostice eDocEngine

VCL can create several
document types, such as PDF,

RTF, HTML, XHTML,
EXCEL, TEXT, CSV, Quattro

Pro, LOTUS 1-2-3, DIF,
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SYLK, TIFF, PNG, SVG
(XML based vector graphics),
JPEG, GIF, BMP, EMF and

WMF formats. Metafile, BMP,
DIF, SYLK and Text can be

directly output to the Windows
Clipboard. The tool is

compatible with various
editions of the two

development environments,
Delphi and C++ Builder, plus it

works with both 32-bit and
64-bit architectures. You can
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even manually create the
interface for the document

exporting function, by selecting
one or several on the available
options. Therefore, you need
first to select the IDE version
you wish to work with, then
choose the preferred report

generating tool. You may thus
associate your component with

other environments, such as
Report Builder, Quick Report,

ACE Reporter and several
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others. The document exporting
functions also feature graphic
interfaces, which allow you to

quickly make the desired
changes in a visual

environment. You can select
the number of pages you wish

to export, turn images into
separate pages, activate or

deactivate hyperlinks. Password
encryption, for each file is

supported, using the 128-bit or
256-bit algorithms and
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establishing restrictions:
copying, modifications,
printing, annotations,

accessibility. The tool also
supports setting the page layout
in each PDF: single page, one
or two columns and preferred

page mode. Additionally, it can
insert page transition effects,
such as blinds, box inward or

outward, page wipe, dissolve or
glitter style. Gnostice

eDocEngine VCL Description:
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Gnostice eDocEngine VCL is a
simple to use library, designed
to help you integrate document
creation function in Delphi and

C++ Builder. The tool also
allows you to generate various

types of interfaces for your
reporting functions, to make it
easy for you to export data as

PDF, with customizable
options.
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This will set the specified text
to appear as a hyperlink. Note
that this macro only works if
the URL is passed as a string!

Use the following format:
Example: When you press the
button, it will pop-up a dialog

box that will give you the
option to edit the text inside.

You can change the size of the
button (to x-small, medium or

large) as well as the background
color (to the standard
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background color or to a
specified color). The button is
clickable, but it will not open
the URL in the default web

browser. If you set the button
size to medium, you can turn

off the border with the
following code. [Basic]

[Border=0] If you set the
border to x-small, you can set

the text box to double line.
[Basic] [Style=2]

[TextColor=BLACK]
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[BackgroundColor=BLACK]
The "Double Line" is the new
style. You can also turn on the

same style, but with your
custom background color.
NEWLINE Description:
Controls the type of line

separator you want to use. You
can use the following types: If

you write |Character| in the
textbox, then the line will be

"Currency". If you write
|Character| in the textbox, then
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the line will be "Fixed". If you
write |Character| in the textbox,
then the line will be "Percent".
If you write |Character| in the
textbox, then the line will be
"Percent (with decimal)". If
you write |Character| in the

textbox, then the line will be
"Percent (with thousands
separator)". If you write

|Character| in the textbox, then
the line will be "Percent (with

thousands separator (with
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decimal))". If you write
|Character| in the textbox, then
the line will be "Percent (with

thousands separator (with
decimal (with decimal)))". In
this example, you can change
the line type to "Currency".

Indentation Description
77a5ca646e
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======================
======================
======================
============= Package
Gnostice eDocEngine VCL is a
VCL which provides basic
functions to produce a
document from a template with
some plain text and a little CSS.
======================
======================
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======================
============= How to use 
======================
======================
======================
============= The package
makes use of the eDocEngine
package, which is based on
LCL and it must be installed
first. Installation ==========
======================
======================
======================
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=== For installation of the
package use "Extend and
install". When this option is
chosen, Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL will be added to the
toolbar of the IDE. If you need
more information about the
options available to install the
package, you can check the
help file: - OPENIDE32\help\e
xtendinstall.chm - OPENIDE32
\help\extendinstall.htm How to
use the package ===========
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======================
======================
======================
== Open an existing project in
the IDE and include the library.
Copy and paste the project
name and the directory path
where the include is located
into the "Uses" of the document
window of the document where
you want to use the library. It is
important to notice that the
units included in the Gnostice
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eDocEngine VCL are not
"static", so it is necessary to add
the directory path where they
are located as reference to the
project in which they are
included. For example, the
units are included in the folder
that contains the project and
inside the Gnostice
eDocEngine\Bin folder. To
solve this issue you must go to
the Gnostice eDocEngine\Bin\
Reference.xml and locate the
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units. You must add the
reference to the project in
which the unit is located. E.g.:
if the Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL is included in the project
that uses unit MyTest, you must
do the following: Goto the
location of the project and find
the units to add a reference to
the project. In our case the
reference is included in the
following location: Gnostice eD
ocEngine\Bin\Reference.xml
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Goto the Gnostice eDocEngine\
Bin\Reference.xml and locate
the name of the unit that you
want to reference. In our case it
is the following: In order to add
the reference you must click in
the

What's New In?

C#-based Rich Text Editor.
With just a few clicks, you can
add a new hyperlink to the
selected text. You can also
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write, save and open new
documents. The document
editor is well designed and easy
to use. Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL Download: Projects
Multilingual Tools in C# by
Gnostice is a freeware project
that allows you to easily
develop multilingual
applications with a.NET
programming language.The
project offers a special library
of classes that you can use to
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create forms, dialogs and
menus, allowing you to build an
application that is easy to use in
various languages. The package
also includes a complete
example of such an application,
developed in C# with Visual
Studio. Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL License: Gnostice
eDocEngine VCL source code
is licensed under GNU GPL
license. Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL System Requirements:
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Visual Studio version: 2008
(Studio Express edition for
desktop applications), 2010
(Professional edition for both
desktop and server
applications) or 2012
(Community edition for both
desktop and server
applications) Gnostice
eDocEngine VCL Upgrade
Paths: From v1.0 to v3.0
upgrade is available. From v1.0
to v2.1 upgrade is available.
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From v2.0 to v3.0 upgrade is
available. From v2.1 to v3.0
upgrade is available. From v2.1
to v3.0 upgrade is available.
Gnostice eDocEngine VCL
Screenshot: Gnostice
eDocEngine VCL Description:
This project contains a
Windows Forms application
that uses an embedded library
written in C++ to create tables.
You can also use this library to
integrate a database with your
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forms. Gnostice eDocEngine
VCL Download: Projects
Gnostice eDocEngine VCL
Features:
SimpleDocumentMakerVCL is
a simple to use document
engine that works with a
Windows application. The
engine is written in C++ and
Delphi and it supports many
document types. You can use
the tool to create simple text
documents, as well as with
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more complex reports, with
data tables, graphs, images,
images maps and schemas.
Gnostice eDocEngine VCL
Description:
SimpleDocumentMakerVCL is
a simple to use document
engine that works with a
Windows application. The
engine is written in C++ and
Delphi and it supports many
document types. You can use
the tool to create simple text
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documents, as well as with
more complex reports, with
data tables, graphs, images,
images maps and schemas.
Gnostice eDocEngine VCL
Download: Projects
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System Requirements For Gnostice EDocEngine VCL:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64
bit or newer Processor: 1.8GHz
or 2.0GHz Memory: 1 GB
Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics
card with 1 GB RAM or higher
DirectX: Version 9.0c or later
Network: Broadband Internet
connection (up to 10Mbps or
higher) Storage: 2 GB Sound
Card: DirectX-compatible
sound card (not required for
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Vista or older) Additional:
DXDIAG: To play this game
successfully, you need
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